ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Four Models for Providing
Community Broadband
There are many ways local government, nonprofits and service providers can
collaborate to build the fiber networks needed for community development.
All of these models can work.
By Masha Zager ■ Broadband Properties

C

ommunities concerned about
losing their competitive edge because of inadequate broadband
options often organize to bring better
broadband into town. Some of them
succeed in attracting investment by
their incumbent providers or by those
serving nearby areas. Fort Wayne, Ind.,
and Boerne, Texas, are two that come
to mind – Fort Wayne persuaded its
incumbent, Verizon, to put it near the
top of the list for FiOS deployment, and
Boerne brought in GVTC as a competitive fiber deployer. However, many other
communities have discovered that realizing their broadband visions requires
more direct involvement.
The United States has no single

More community broadband
success stories will be presented
at the Broadband Properties
Summit in Dallas, April 26–28.
model for community-driven broadband
efforts. Most commonly, the municipal
power utility (if there is one) takes the
lead, because it already has the customer
relationships and the back-office systems
that maintain those relationships. Many
alternative models are possible, however,
and communities are exploring a variety

of options for exploiting both privatesector and public-sector advantages.
This article presents four different approaches to community-driven
broadband. As diverse as they are, all
were inspired by the urgent need to keep
communities from falling off the economic map.

SpringNet: Fiber as a Municipal Utility
SpringNet – more formally, a division
of City Utilities of Springfield, Mo. – is
a good example of the traditional municipal utility approach to community
broadband. In fact, SpringNet was one
of the pioneering municipal fiber networks in the United States.
Todd Murren, SpringNet’s director,
calls City Utilities a “multidisciplined
utility” because it provides electricity,
natural gas, water and even transit to
about 430,000 people in and around
Springfield, a city in southwestern Missouri. From 1987 through the early
1990s, City Utilities began connecting
its own facilities, such as electric substations and water treatment plants, to a
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fiber-based communications network.
Because City Utilities offers so many
services, it has a large number of facilities, and the fiber network was quite extensive. “It wasn’t the same technology
we’re using today,” Murren says, “but
we were developing an understanding
of, and an appreciation for, the reliability of fiber.”
In the early 1990s, the utility extended its fiber network still further to

serve municipal buildings such as fire
stations, public-works offices and health
care facilities. By 1996, the network
reached all areas of the city and was
widely recognized as an important community asset. After the passage of the
Telecommunications Act, in an effort
to leverage the network for the benefit
of the larger community, the utility applied for a certificate as a competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC).
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As it had in many other states, this
effort prompted a reaction in the state
legislature. A statewide ban on municipal competition was enacted – a ban that
City Utilities, backed by the Missouri
Municipal League, fought all the way to
the United States Supreme Court.
Although the utility lost its battle,
the law had an important loophole. Despite the prohibition against municipalities’ offering telephone or video services,
the law left open the possibility of providing “Internet-type” services.
By the time the legal battle was over,
broadband had become widely available to Springfield residents from both
private telephone and cable providers.
“Looking back at it, that was a saving
grace for us,” Murren says, “and the law
was, too, as strange as it may sound.” The
one service that was still badly needed in
Springfield was still legal for the city to
provide: business Internet access.
Taking Care of Business
SpringNet’s original sales pitch to
Springfield businesses was that fiber was
a more reliable delivery mechanism than
copper for their T1 and T3 services. Because businesses were tired of T1 lines
failing in bad weather – and because
SpringNet was a responsive, local provider – this pitch won over some customers. However, its appeal was limited
because fiber-based T1 and T3 services
were more expensive than their copperbased equivalents.
By the end of 1999, however, SpringNet began a transition to Ethernetbased services, which made its offering
price-competitive. Ethernet was also appealing to enterprise IT personnel, who
were familiar with the technology from
their corporate LANs. Murren explains,
“We’d say, ‘This is an extension cord for
your network. You’ve got another division across town – you can just extend

SpringNet offers colocation services in its underground data center.

your 100 Mbps Ethernet network there.’
We could communicate with the IT
people in a language they understood.”
Another advantage SpringNet offered was network redundancy. Because
it doesn’t own long-haul networks, it
contracts with three upstream Internet
bandwidth providers – AT&T, Verizon
and CenturyLink – for Internet access
and uses Border Gateway Protocol to
evaluate which route is optimal at any
given time. “Nobody will argue that,
one day, each of those links will fail,”
Murren says. “Everything fails at some
time. When that happens, your Internet connection will go down if you’re
an AT&T customer. But NetLink
[SpringNet’s Internet service] is a composite of the three. They don’t come into
town in the same cable sheath, and we
don’t bring them into one building. So
if AT&T fails, you’re not going down.
Can you imagine the day when AT&T
sells service backed up by Verizon?”
This redundant connectivity has
been instrumental in bringing new businesses into Springfield – for example,
McLane Company recently announced

With a T1 line, no one knows what the demand
really is. With 100 Mbps bandwidth, businesses
can begin to understand their broadband needs.

a new food distribution warehouse there.
“The operations of the warehouse are all
remote – that’s how they stay competitive in their field,” Murren says. “If their
connectivity goes down, they can’t operate the warehouse. They’re not a gigabit
user, but they need the reliability.”
Demand Outstrips Supply
Currently, SpringNet serves about 200
customers with about 750 services (including not only Internet access but also
transparent LAN, colocation and other
business services). Customers range
from Fortune 500s to one-person businesses. In addition to increasing the
number of customers, SpringNet has
also seen an enormous growth in usage
per customer.
Murren explains, “We don’t have
this technology capped. With T1, you
never know what the demand really is.
But when you run fiber to businesses
with 100 Mbps symmetrical bandwidth,
and you don’t have that man-made cap,
businesses begin to get a good feel for
what their broadband needs are. They’re
using more videoconferencing and more
cloud-based applications, all for moneysaving reasons.”
The downside of this rapid growth
is that SpringNet’s demand for services
has now outstripped supply. For the last
three years, there has been a waiting list,
now about six months long. Though the
system is profitable, a shortage of capital
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funds prevents the utility from accommodating businesses as quickly as they
would like to connect to its fiber.
To meet businesses’ needs, SpringNet
has considered several options. One possibility is to charge businesses to connect
to the network – an approach pioneered
in this country by UTOPIA, the Utah
public fiber network. Another possibility is partnering with private providers.
“We’re actively looking for solutions,”
Murren says.
An example of how SpringNet might
accelerate its growth was demonstrated
in summer 2010, when the online travel

agency Expedia opened a new office in
Springfield. Expedia originally selected
another broadband provider, but in
the midst of its relocation, dissatisfied
with the original provider’s timetable,
the company turned to SpringNet and
asked whether it could provide 1 Gbps
connectivity within 30 days. “We had to
get with the program,” Murren says. “As
soon as everything was ironed out, they
said, they would be immediately advertising for 400 jobs.”
Even though the 400 jobs were vital to the community, SpringNet didn’t
simply jump Expedia to the top of the

six-month queue, which would have
infuriated other businesses on the waiting list. Rather, Expedia agreed to pay
for SpringNet staff to work nights and
weekends, thus expediting the equipment installation. Expedia was able to
move into its new building within the
tight time frame.
“When we can snag and keep companies like Expedia – well, those 400
people live here, and they benefit the
entire community,” Murren says. “I
want companies to have a choice. Then
they’ll feel a lot better about the decisions they’ve made.”

Camino Fiber: Think Like an Owner
“People must think of themselves not
just as consumers but also as owners,”
says Fred Pilot, a broadband activist in
central El Dorado County, Calif.
Thousands of residents and businesses in the county, which is close (but
not close enough) to Sacramento, the
state capital, lack even basic broadband.
Five years ago, several hundred residents
petitioned the incumbent provider to
upgrade or divest its infrastructure –
neither of which it has done. Frustrated
by their inability to obtain broadband
service, Pilot and fellow activists decided
to start a DIY network project.
In 2009, they formed the nonprofit
Camino Fiber Network Cooperative
(CFNC) to build an open-access gigabit fiber network and provide affordable,
high-quality services. (The cooperative
is not a traditional telephone co-op and
will not be a local exchange carrier, although service providers will be able to
offer VoIP services over the network.)
CFNC’s board includes several IT professionals and consultants, including Pilot, who is president of the cooperative.

Fiber for Telecommuters
A gigabit fiber network could benefit the
community in many ways, according to
CFNC. El Dorado County grew rapidly
over two decades as urban professionals
migrated to the beautiful Sierra Nevada
foothills in search of small-town ambience, quality of life and educational
resources. Many are independent consultants and information technology
workers who work from home at least
some of the time – or would like to do
so. A community fiber network could
enable residents to continue pursuing
well-paid professions without having to
live in metro centers or suburban commuting corridors.
CFNC believes, and the county
transportation commission agrees, that
by distributing the workforce and economy, a fiber network could also reduce
the demand for transportation at a time
when public resources for maintaining
transportation infrastructure are scarce.
Other potential benefits include health
(residents would have both physical access to the outdoor lifestyle of the Sierra

A community fiber network in El Dorado
County could turn this exurban location in
the beautiful Sierra Nevada foothills into a
telecommuters’ paradise.
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Nevadas and virtual access to medical
professionals), low-impact economic development and increased access to shopping and entertainment options.
CFNC has reviewed several deployment options, including stringing aerial
fiber along existing poles and burying
fiber conduits in county roadways via
microtrenching. Because residential
density in the county is unevenly distributed, a mix of several different deployment methods appears to be most
efficient. Leveraging a local tradition
of self-help for private road construction and maintenance may be able to
speed deployment – property owners
would share the cost of trenching along
privately owned roads to bring fiber to
their premises.
The county’s electric utility, Pacific
Gas & Electric, has indicated an interest
in joining CFNC as a commercial member to access the fiber infrastructure and
support PG&E’s smart-grid initiatives.
The U.S. Forest Service, which operates
multiple facilities in Camino, has also
expressed interest in commercial membership. County officials and educators
are supportive of the group’s efforts, Pilot says.
Options for Funding
In the spring, CFNC submitted an application in response to the Google Fiber for Communities RFI. However, it
is also pursuing a number of other avenues for funding – specifically, at the
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moment, for business planning and network design.
One source of funding is through
membership initiation fees – California law allows fees of up to $300, and
CFNC offers $100 and $300 memberships. Though the co-op started with
just a handful of members, it has attracted more interest in membership in
the course of surveying local residents
about their need for better broadband
services. “We’re finding a high level of
dissatisfaction with current services,”
Pilot says. “There are a lot of smallbusiness people working out of their
homes who need better connectivity.”
A second possible funding source
consists of grants obtained in partnership with the educational community.

Pilot says, “Educators see that kids in
homes without broadband connections
are disadvantaged relative to those who
have them – they need broadband to
help them in their schoolwork. It’s ‘No
home left behind.’”
A third possible funding source is
the $125 million added in September to
the California Advanced Services Fund
(CASF), which is funded by a surcharge
on intrastate long-distance calls. CASF
is chartered to subsidize the buildout
of broadband infrastructure; the recent
supplementary funding was intended to
support activities that were not covered
by broadband stimulus grants.
The co-op’s job may also be made
easier by a recent broadband stimulus
grant of $46.6 million to the Central

Valley Independent Network (CVIN),
which is proposing to build a middlemile network through the area covered
by CFNC. Pilot said in a press release,
“This important project could aid the
deployment of community open-access
fiber networks such as planned by the
Camino Fiber Network Cooperative by
providing essential middle-mile connectivity to the Internet backbone.”
Once the planning and design effort
is completed – assuming that the project
is shown to be financially viable – CFNC
hopes to apply for a loan from the Rural Utilities Service or another federal
agency. “Private investors can’t get a
fast-enough return,” Pilot says. “But
that doesn’t work for the customer. The
customer needs the service.”

Bluemile: Crafting Public-Private Partnerships
Although the village of New Albany,
Ohio, was founded in 1837, it is a decidedly forward-looking place. A master-

planned community, it is now expanding rapidly with new schools, enhanced
residential areas and organizations dedi-

cated to community development. It is
also working to increase its national exposure and to foster business growth.
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Three years ago, the village was a
runner-up for a major economic development project. After losing the project,
community leaders realized that New
Albany needed better business broadband – specifically a fiber optic network –
to compete for jobs.
Determined to become central Ohio’s
best-connected community, New Albany partnered with American Electric
Power, the local utility, to construct a
robust, self-healing, 96-strand fiber network in the New Albany Business Park,
a 3,000-acre business campus. Then it
signed a 15-year contract with Bluemile,
a hosted services provider based in
nearby Columbus, to manage the network and provide engineered communications solutions for businesses.
Bluemile acts as an Internet service
provider but is also a carrier-neutral gateway to more than 180 other providers,
which gives customers on the network a
wide choice of providers. Allowing businesses to maintain relationships with
their existing service providers removes

a potential obstacle to their moving to
New Albany. At the same time, the presence of competing providers gives business customers leverage in negotiating
prices.
Because of provider choice and efficient network design, businesses moving to New Albany can potentially save
as much as 30 percent on fiber connection costs. Chris Kane, the director of
network engineering for Bluemile, says,
“By leveraging Cisco’s Resilient Ethernet
Protocol and dense wavelength-division
multiplexing (DWDM) technologies,
we can provide a menu of options and
fast deployments. The simplicity and efficiency of the design lends itself to high
availability and fast failover.”
Bluemile currently delivers 1 Gbps
Ethernet, 10 Gbps Ethernet, 2 Gbps
Fibre Channel and other protocols over
DWDM. It is capable of offering other
network technologies and methods and
constantly adds new ones to provide the
most up-to-date technology available.
As predicted, New Albany is now
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a destination for technology-based
companies. As a result, New Albany is
making a national name for itself, even
winning high-tech companies and mission-critical facilities from cities such as
Atlanta and San Antonio.
In the last two years, several Fortune
500 companies – Motorists Insurance
Group, Nationwide Insurance and TJX
(the parent company of TJ Maxx) –
committed to New Albany because of its
technology infrastructure. In addition,
PharmaForce is expanding its operations
and bringing new jobs to New Albany;
Aetna, a New Albany mainstay for more
than a decade, is doing the same.
A Customer
on Its Own Network
In an interesting twist, Bluemile is now
moving some of its operations to New
Albany, after receiving incentives from
the state government. It plans to lease
space in a building in the New Albany
Business Park that was one of the first to
be connected to the new fiber network
and, over the next year, it expects to create about 100 new jobs there.
The company will continue to operate its existing data center, which it
owns, in downtown Columbus.
Bluemile is so committed to New
Albany’s network that all the village economic incentives it receives for the move
will be tied to expanding and improving
the network through the creation of the
Bluemile Fiber Fund. “New Albany took
a chance on our services to improve connectivity throughout their business park,
and they were very professional in every
facet of the network build-out process,”
says John McKenna, vice president of
enterprise sales for Bluemile. “With our
network and clients, we could choose just
about any location to grow our business.
But New Albany truly is at the forefront
of municipal fiber connectivity, and that’s
where our business should be located.”
Broader Vision for
Central Ohio
The success of the New Albany network
inspired Bluemile to develop a broader
vision: strengthening the economy of
the entire central Ohio region. The company aims to bring fiber optic access into
as many communities as it can, manage
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those networks and create new relationships with companies that benefit from
the technology. (There are obvious synergies with Bluemile’s cloud hosting
business.) The services Bluemile offers
on an enterprise level can also be resold
by hotels, condominiums and owners of
rental apartment communities to their
residents.
McKenna says, “If Ohio has more
communities with fiber, we can compete nationally for business, rather than
compete for businesses already within
the region. Fiber is going to be a key
component of ongoing Bluemile market
strategies.”
The specifics of the community
agreements will vary, though in general Bluemile prefers working through
community improvement consortiums
as a vehicle to facilitate public-private
partnerships. The company works hand
in hand with economic development
groups that take an active role in retaining and attracting business.
Bluemile creates a unique agreement
for each community based on its specific
needs and opportunities. Some communities prefer to commit large investments to the fiber network to retain control and ownership; other communities
may decide to ask Bluemile build out
and own much of the network for them.
“We work with each community to find
the relationship terms that work best for
everyone involved,” says McKenna.
On to Gahanna
In September 2010, Bluemile announced
a partnership with the Columbus suburb
of Gahanna. Unlike New Albany, Gahanna already had a municipal fiber optic
network, which it began building in 1999
to support such wireless applications as
traffic management, water meter reading
and public-safety communications.
After the city built out fiber to the
wireless access points, it had extra fiber
available for other purposes, including additional city services. In 2009,
convinced that allowing companies to
maintain relationships with pre-existing
service providers could be an important advantage in the current economy,
the city decided to use the network to
spur economic growth. The city govern-

Fiber will help Gahanna “ride the tide” to a diverse economic base.

ment turned to the Gahanna Community Improvement Corporation (CIC),
a nonprofit whose board is made up of
local business leaders and community
residents, to help make the city’s fiber
infrastructure available for business use.
After issuing a request for proposals,
the CIC selected Bluemile to manage
and support the network and to market
it to existing and new Gahanna businesses. Bluemile will invest the capital
needed to connect to the network and
provide connectivity via up to 48 fiber
optic lines. Bluemile’s proposal met the
CIC’s goal of providing technical and financial benefits to Gahanna businesses
and at the same time creating a revenue
stream that will allow the network to
expand (15 percent of gross revenues
from business connectivity fees will be
returned to the CIC). The 15-year agreement was executed in August 2010.
In addition to dependable and affordable bandwidth, Gahanna businesses
will now have connectivity choices nor-

mally seen in much larger markets. They
can diversify based on technical requirements, and they will have greater negotiating power with current and prospective service providers.
Greg Dunn of Schottenstein Zox &
Dunn, the consulting firm that advised
the CIC, says, “Those municipalities
that are able to take part in offering expansive services and product sets are creating the kind of competitive distance
that electricity did 100 years ago. Municipalities either accept this reality and
grow, or face actively putting themselves
at a competitive disadvantage.”
Anthony Jones, deputy director of
planning and development for the city of
Gahanna, says, “I am excited about how
this initiative will increase the economic
development tools available to serve Gahanna businesses. The broadband initiative
between Bluemile and the Gahanna CIC
is poised to change the way business is
conducted within the city of Gahanna.”
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Keene, N.Y.: It Takes a Village to Save a Village
In the December 2008 issue, Broadband
Properties wrote about an isolated town
in upstate New York where the citizens
helped their local private-sector cable provider upgrade its network in an effort to
keep the local school, the cable provider
and the community as a whole viable. We
are pleased to report that the project is now
complete and that this unusual partnership proved highly successful. The project
codirectors, Dave Mason and Jim Herman
of the High Peaks Education Foundation,
documented the project very thoroughly
and have kindly permitted us to reprint a
large portion of their final report, which
follows.
Through a public-private partnership
with Keene Valley Video and Internet
(KVVI), the locally owned cable company, network infrastructure has been
extended to 90 percent of the homes
and businesses in Keene, N.Y. Pulling together funding from a variety of
sources, including donations from seasonal and full-time residents, we were
able to refurbish the aging existing coax
network and build out into major new
areas of town using fiber-to-the-home
technology. The project was organized
by the High Peaks Education Foundation (HPEF), a group of local volunteers
dedicated to preserving our small public school. A major goal of the project
was to put every home with a student,
teacher or school staff member on the
network, and this was achieved.
Key Facts:
• Ninety percent of all homes and
businesses can now get broadband
Internet access (97 percent for yearround residences and businesses);
every home with a student or school
staff person is connected.
• Sixty-one percent of those now subscribe to some broadband Internet
service (75 percent for full-time residents).
• The local ISP is financially viable
and has sufficient income to fund
market-grade salaries and future upgrades and maintenance.
• Service speeds and reliability have
increased significantly.
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All students, faculty and staff at Keene Central School, the local K-12 school, can now obtain
Internet connectivity at home.

• The average cost per mile of installed
coax or fiber was $11,500; the average cost per new potential subscriber
reached was $1,700.
• Forty-two percent of the funds
needed by this project were raised
from private donations.
Goals and Accomplishments
This project began with the vision of
universal broadband Internet access. We
wanted to make it possible for anyone
who wanted to connect to the Internet
using a modern, high-speed connection
to be able to do so. As the project progressed, we set a specific goal of reaching at least 90 percent of the homes and
businesses in the town, as some homes
at the extreme edges of town, often offgrid, would be prohibitively expensive to
reach. We started with 59 percent of the
town reached and ended with just over
90 percent.
Another major goal was to make
the ISP, KVVI, a sustainable business
that the town can rely on in the future.
This meant the business had to generate
enough money to pay market-rate salaries to the people who work there and

pay for ongoing maintenance and upgrades to continue enhancing the speed
of the service.
When we started the project, the ISP
was in serious financial trouble. The network physical plant was deteriorating,
and KVVI did not have reserves to do
the necessary refurbishment, much less
expand the network. They were contemplating shutting down the business and,
in fact, had decommissioned a major
section of the network. This was one of
the things that spurred us to create this
project. In the end, these two objectives
for the business were accomplished by
increasing the scale and operating margin of the business.
Our broader goals were to
• Provide a new source of remote network-based employment (telework)
for the citizens of the town. Today,
there are a growing number of people
who work primarily in their homes.
Some new residents have moved to
town, bringing their net-based jobs
with them. Even working at home
part time helps reduce the use of fossil fuels and saves people time and
money.
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• Get every home with a student or a
staff member of the Keene Central
School (KCS) on the network so
that the Internet can be used more
broadly in education. It was our view
that students today must have ready
access to good Internet service from
home if they are to master the skills
necessary to succeed in college and
the working world. By fall 2009, we
had connected all KCS homes. Today, we see teachers, especially in the
higher grades, making much greater
use of the Internet.
• Enable new families with children to
live in Keene and send their children
to KCS. One of the oft-cited reasons for the decline in families living in town, and hence the decline
in enrollment at KCS, is the lack of
employment.
• Allow seasonal residents to spend
more time here (for example, make
four-day weekends), thus providing
more business for local merchants
and restaurants. There is some evidence that this is occurring. In particular, part-time homes are purchasing full-year service, which we take
to mean that with Internet service
here, they apparently expect to visit
more frequently and throughout the
year.
The high levels of adoption by the
residents of Keene, now that good Internet service is available, is proof that the
Internet provides great value to people
living in a rural environment. This value
should increase as people learn more
about what they can do over a modern
broadband connection.
Physical Plant
The network has been expanded by 60
percent in terms of the number of homes
and businesses that can now get highspeed Internet service compared with the
number that could four years ago. This
breaks down into a 26 percent increase
in full-time homes and businesses now
reached by the network and a whopping
167 percent increase in part-time homes
and businesses. Today, 97 percent of
the full-time homes and businesses in
town and 80 percent of the part-timers

Students today must have ready access to good
Internet service from home if they are to master
the skills necessary to succeed in college
and the working world.
can get service; overall, this means 90
percent of all potential subscribers (who
number just over 1,000) can get service.
This was our goal, and we are pleased
that we achieved it.
We did this with a combination of
some new coax connections in the parts
of town already wired with coax (primarily the hamlets) and new fiber-to-thehome connections for the major parts of
the buildout to new areas. Today, about
40 percent of the potential subscribers
in town are reached via fiber. However,
more than 90 percent of new potential
subscribers reached by the buildout were
reached with fiber connections.
Deciding Whom to Serve
At the beginning of the project, we ruled
out trying to reach any off-grid premises. Our cable plant has to be strung on
poles because of our limited funds. Also,
by definition, off-grid premises are far
away from other potential subscribers.
We generally excluded an area that
required a large investment for a very
few potential subscribers, unless that
area contained a house with a KCS student or staff member. So, for example,
we excluded Irish Hill, where there is a

very long run, some of it underground,
before you get to the five potential
seasonal-home subscribers. However,
we did run fiber all the way to the end
of Alstead Hill Lane to reach a business
and a house with KCS students.
During the project, we surveyed
potential subscribers to try to ascertain
their level of interest, and there were areas into which we did not build because
there was no interest at the time. Also, if
on a street there was a large stretch without houses and then a single house way
at the end, we often did not build out
to the end. We had to use our funds to
connect as many houses as possible. Our
usual cutoff was more than four poles of
cable to a single subscriber.
However, it has been the general
trend that more and more people want
service, even if they are seasonal. Even
people who were adamant in their lack
of interest four years ago are now indignant that they cannot get service without personal investment for installation.
However, the funds we had are largely
spent now and were used primarily to
build out to reach the KCS homes.
Still, even those still not connected
benefited. Every home in town can be
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Subscribers in 2006

Subscribers in 2010

Change

Dial-up Internet access

103

0

-

Broadband Internet, year-round

118

185

57%

7

34

386%

183

68

-63%

Television, seasonal

0

14

-

Bundled service, year-round

75

245

227%

Bundled service, seasonal

15

23

53%

Total subscribers

506

569

12%

398

569

43%

Broadband Internet, seasonal
Television, year-round

Total subscribers, excluding dial-up

Figure 1: Growth in subscribership for KVVI

connected to the network using this fiber optic technology if the owners invest
to extend the network to their doorstep.
Without this project, there would not be
any chance of their getting broadband
service.
Finally, it is important to note that
some of the unserved remote homes use
satellite or cell-tower-based services. In
fact, one pocket of seasonal homes was
specifically left unserved by fiber because it will soon be reached by service
from a new cell tower, which should be
sufficient. These homes are in an area
without winter access and will never be
homes of KCS students.
We do anticipate that some short
new extensions will be added from time
to time. but there really is not much left
to build.
Connecting to the Internet
When we started the project, the entire
town was connected to the rest of the
Internet by a 3 Mbps link and a bank of
telephone dial-up lines. These connections were expensive and slow to upgrade
when more capacity was needed. The 3
Mbps link was provisioned on standard
telco T1 trunks from Verizon that came
in over Cascade Pass from Lake Placid.
If we were going to transition all the
dial-up users to broadband and also add
a few hundred new subscribers, we were
going to need more capacity on the link
to the Internet. Also, it was clear that
people’s use of the Internet was changing – from text e-mails to sending lots
of photos, using social networking sites
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such as Facebook and, most recently,
downloading movies and TV shows.
An important milestone in the project came when KVVI negotiated a contract with Charter Communications,
the cable company in the next town
north, Upper Jay. KVVI and Charter
agreed that each of them would construct a fiber link to the border between
the two towns, and Charter would use
the link to deliver as much capacity as
KVVI was willing to pay for. The price
per Mbps was much lower than in the
previous arrangement, and it has continued to go down as the contract has been
renewed.
With this arrangement, KVVI has
been able to quickly add more capacity as new users come on. The company
monitors network traffic levels and adds
capacity when usage patterns trend upward. In this way, it has been able to stay
ahead of user demand and yet not buy
before capacity is needed.
The most tangible result of this beneficial arrangement has been that KVVI
has been able to keep increasing the
speeds delivered to its customers without increasing prices. During the course
of the project, KVVI succeeded in migrating all the dial-up users to other
services and was able to completely decommission its phone lines, resulting in
significant cost savings.
Internet Services Adoption
Of the full-time homes and businesses
that KVVI can reach, about 75 percent
buy cable modem service today. Part-

time residents have an adoption rate of
about 40 percent. The overall adoption
rate by homes and businesses that the
network now reaches is 61 percent. Interestingly, more part-time subscribers
buy year-round service than buy KVVI’s
seasonal (six-month) offering. Figure 1
shows the details.
The total number of subscribers to
any kind of broadband Internet service
grew from 215 to 487, an increase of 126
percent. It is this increase that makes the
business financially stable now.
This adoption rate by residents is
well beyond what other projects in the
Adirondack Park expect. Most studies
suggest that expectations should be in
the 30 percent to 40 percent range and
that work will be needed to push adoption higher. Our town’s experience has
dramatically exceeded this. We believe
three factors worked in our favor:
1. Our project was a grassroots effort,
organized and largely paid for by
residents.
2. We worked with a motivated, locally owned ISP that serves only the
town.
3. The project was centered on our
school – specifically, on connecting
(not just reaching) all homes with
students or staff to enable KCS to innovate using the Internet as a tool.
Like most small towns, Keene has
strong social networks. Someone would
buy a VoIP phone service, for example,
and word would quickly get around that
it was great or terrible. Anything that
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Monthly Charge

2006 Downstream

2006 Upstream

2010 Downstream

2010 Upstream

$25

64 Kbps

64 Kbps

384 Kbps

128 Kbps

$60

384 Kbps

256 Kbps

1 Mbps

256 Kbps

$80

512 Kbps

256 Kbps

2 Mbps

512 Kbps

$100

n/a

n/a

3 Mbps

1 Mbps

Figure 2: Changes in Price/Performance of KVVI’s Internet Service, 2006–2010

saved money was soon popular and was
talked about as a justification for buying
Internet access.
Centering the effort on the school
meant the students needed Internet access, and they were often able to demonstrate new uses and value to their
parents.
Service Upgrades
with Stable Pricing
Service price points at the beginning of
the project were $60 and $80 per month;
these have been maintained, and a $100
tier was added. There was also dial-up
service for $19.95 per month; although
this is no longer offered, former customers were given an opportunity to move
to 64 Kbps cable modem service for $25
per month. This service level, which has
been upgraded to 384 Kbps, is not available to new subscribers.
Although these price points remain
expensive relative to those of urban service
providers, the project has enabled speed
increases while keeping prices stable.
We expect that service speeds will continue to increase as low-cost bandwidth
becomes available to KVVI and as headend equipment is upgraded to bring new
bandwidth to customers.
Making the ISP/CATV
Business Sustainable
One reason the broadband project in
Keene was successful is that the ISP is a
small, locally owned business that serves
only the town. It was built by a seasonal
resident who was in the cable TV business. Because most people in town could
get one over-the-air broadcast TV station at best, he took it upon himself to
build a small community antenna television system in the town.
By 2006, community demands had
grown to include Internet access, which
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One of the great beauties of FTTH technology
is that it can run up to 12 miles without any
reamplifications. There is no home farther than
12 miles from the network headend, so this
technology allows us to reach any home.
was moving from dial-up to cable modem technology. To deploy broadband
more widely required investments that
were badly mismatched with the finances of the business. If the business
closed, this would have left the town
with no Internet access at all.
As organizers of the broadband project, we were willing to raise money to
rebuild and extend the network, but we
also had to be sure that, at the end of the
work, the business would become financially viable once again. To be viable, the
business had to generate enough revenue
to pay employees current market-based
incomes and generate enough revenue
to pay for continuing network maintenance and upgrades.
The revenue boost from expanding
the network to include hundreds of new
subscribers has now made it possible to
pay market-rate salaries. Reinvestment
in the network can also grow, allowing
the business to upgrade services as Internet technology advances.
The single biggest contributor to lowering costs came from the reduction in
Internet access fees paid by KVVI. In
2006, the business had very high telephone bills supporting banks of modems
for the dial-up business and two T1 lines
provisioned by Verizon. The dial-up business, a major loser, was shut down. The
T1 lines were replaced by a new fiber link
constructed to connect to Charter Communications in Upper Jay. These two
changes gave KVVI 10 times the bandwidth to support the growth in subscribers and increase their connection speeds
while paying basically what it did for all
the phone lines and T1 lines of 2006.
As a result, the business is healthy
enough to support itself and maintain
the network, though the operating mar-
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gin is still too slim for the company to
reduce prices for subscribers.
Why We Chose Fiber
Keene is in the heart of the Adirondack
Mountains. It is almost 80 percent protected wilderness. There are three hamlets with dense collections of homes and
businesses, and the rest of the town is a
spidery collection of roads that go up the
mountainsides – about 73 miles of roads
and 80 miles of utility cables. Large areas have relatively low densities of potential subscribers, which is why the old
network was built only in the hamlets.
Because the town is so hilly, it presents obstacles for wireless technologies,
which do not penetrate mountains. The
town is also largely forested, and the
wireless technologies available at the
time did not penetrate leaves and needles
well. Even though a cell phone tower has
recently been installed in the hamlet of
Keene, only a portion of the surrounding area up the hillsides can receive a
signal. The same is true for reception
of broadcast TV. Many homes in town
cannot use satellite TV or satellite-based
Internet access because a mountain or
hill or forest is in the way.
The new 4G wireless technology may
perform better in terms of penetrating
tree cover, but it still won’t go through
mountains, so many towers would be
required to reach relatively few people.
The long distances covered by the town’s
road system also meant that the old coax
technology was severely limited in its
applicability. Radio signals can be transmitted over only about 1,300 feet of
coax before they need to be reamplified.
After going through more than four
amplifiers, the signal is too degraded to
transmit data or TV. This means that

a coax branch of the network can run
only about a mile.
One of the great beauties of FTTH
technology is that it can run up to 12
miles without any reamplification. There
is no home farther than 12 miles from
the network headend, so this technology
allows us to reach any home.
Technology Selection
At project inception, KVVI’s existing
network was a hybrid fiber-coax (HFC)
plant with a single fiber trunk connecting the TV receiving antenna farm on
Alstead Hill and the coax plant in the
hamlet of Keene with the main coax
network in the hamlets of Keene Valley
and St. Huberts. Significant portions of
the coax plant had degraded and had to
be replaced. For the first part of the project, we devoted our effort to rebuilding
the existing coax plant, thus improving
service quality, increasing network speed
and connecting new subscribers in areas
where the network already reached.
However, we knew we needed a different technology to expand the network. We looked at various wireless
approaches (point-to-point, mesh Wi-Fi
and satellite) and concluded that none
of them could work with our physical
geography. The inherent latency of satellite service also disqualified it as our
main approach. We also made inquiries
with the local telco, which was entirely
unresponsive. In any case, FTTH technology offered the potential for much
higher-speed connections than DSL
could offer over the telco’s existing copper wire plant.
During spring 2008, after rebuilding degraded sections of the coax plant,
we settled on FTTH technology from
Alloptic (now CTDI) that can work
in conjunction with existing DOCSIS
plant. We did our first pilot projects in
early summer 2008, and they were totally successful. Our timing was excellent, as FTTH technology is just reaching mainstream adoption and costs for
the components fell dramatically over
the course of our project. Today, many
elements are 10 percent of the cost they
were two years ago. Splicing technology
has also been simplified and is now easy
for a small operator to handle.
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Financing
One role of the High Peaks Education
Foundation was to use its 501(c)(3)
status to raise capital to fund the project. Our starting proposition was that
the construction of the extensions was
not viable from a business perspective.
Specifically, the net income generated by new subscribers on the extensions would not be sufficient to pay back
the cost of their construction. Most cable TV companies will not bring service
into areas with a density lower than 20
homes per mile; some will go as low as
15 homes per mile. However, the KVVI
network has 13 potential subs per mile,
clearly not enough to be a viable business according to industry norms.
Our solution was to find outside
funds to provide the capital to build
the extensions and, with the additional
revenue from subscribers in new areas,
make KVVI a sustainable business once
again. We raised $586,000 from the
four sources shown in Figure 3. These
sources all brought different benefits to
the project.
The New York state economic development grant represented 17 percent of
the funds – the smallest percentage, but
nonetheless a key portion of the money.
HPEF applied for the grant with assistance from the office of our state senator, Betty Little. The official stamp of
approval by the state clarified the legitimacy of our plan [for Keene residents
who had their doubts].
The state, from its perspective, was
encouraged to make the grant because
it was already matched by private funds.
A public-private partnership is just what
the state looks for when reviewing economic development grant applications.
Knowing that public money had been
promised made raising additional private
money easier. Private donations – 42 percent of the total – came from 116 donors

We wanted everyone to have a way to contribute,
no matter how small the amount. We sought
to build public enthusiasm and buy-in so that
people would be ready to hook up to the cable
when it came to their streets.
in contributions ranging from $20 to
$27,000. About 80 percent of the total
private donations came from 20 percent
of the donors. More important, the process of public fundraising sent notice to
the community that the issue of broadband was being actively addressed.
We sent fundraising letters to every landowner in Keene, using the list
of taxpayers available in county offices.
We wanted everyone to have a way to
contribute, no matter how small the
amount, and we sought to build public
enthusiasm and buy-in so that people
would be ready to hook up to the cable
when it came to their streets. The fact
that the fundraising was run by HPEF
made it tax deductible – a benefit expected by major donors.
Customers paid construction fees
directly to KVVI in several situations.
One large customer needed to bring fiber
several miles to its location and was willing to pay for it. Because of its tax status,
it derived no benefit from donating the
money to HPEF, so it simply paid KVVI
for the construction. In another case, the
town moved a number of telephone poles
in Keene Valley hamlet and paid all the
utilities – electric, phone and KVVI – to
do the work.
All new subscribers were charged
$300 for installation; this amount paid
for the cable modem and for the network
interface device on the outside of the
house. Finally, underground burial of fi-

New York State Economic Development Grant

17%

Private Donations

42%

Construction Fees

23%

Keene Valley Video and Internet

19%

Figure 3: Funding Sources for the Keene FTTH Project

ber at customer premises and installation
of very long private runs was done on a
fee-for-service basis.
KVVI directly contributed 19 percent of the capital costs. Several major
cable runs at the beginning of the project were built by company labor. KVVI
also paid for equipment such as a backup power generator, a new headend
equipment room and racks. It also did
all the design engineering work, along
with materials purchasing.
How the Money was Spent
Of the $586,000 project cost, 53 percent went to labor and 47 percent to
materials.
The first thing we spent money
on was a set of current, accurate maps
showing all existing power, telephone
and CATV lines. The work – all labor –
was 4 percent of the total project cost.
We needed to know the location of every pole and building and the distances
between them. This gave us real engineering-level data to work with for the
first time, so we knew what we were up
against.
With this data, we could do the design engineering work for a neighborhood, pull together a bill of materials
and get it on the schedule of construction crews. Although it looks like a minor amount of money, you can’t do anything without such maps.
Power and phone companies will not
just give you their maps. This is considered proprietary information, and these
days there are security issues related to
making such maps freely available.
Construction labor (49 percent of
the total) had two equal components.
Half of it went for KVVI to do all the
design engineering, ordering and stag-
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ing of materials and the indoor work on
the headend equipment room. Splicing
and testing was done by KVVI as well.
The other half was paid to a contractor that brought in crews, trucks and
equipment to hang cable on poles for the
bulk of the network. A different contractor was used for underground runs.
Outdoor materials accounted for
33 percent of the total project cost. In
addition to the actual cable, we needed
pole hardware, strand wire to attach the
cable to, lashing wire and various outdoor enclosures where fibers are spliced
together. The prices of these components declined dramatically during the
project. Outdoor enclosures that used to
be made of metal are now made of lessexpensive plastic. At the time, anything
made of metal was getting more expensive, making coaxial cable increasingly
unattractive.
The PON system we were building
simply did not require certain outdoor

components, such as power supplies,
needed in coaxial networks. Some components, such as splitters, dropped from
$90 to $15 during the project. We benefited from classic adoption-cost curves
of a new generation of fiber optics.
Headend equipment – mainly servers, lasers and DOCSIS electronics –
accounted for 14 percent of the total
cost. The first DOCSIS specification
(1.0) was released in 1997, version 2.0 in
2001, and version 3.0 in 2006. Version
3.0 is just now being widely deployed –
it takes time for a new specification to be
turned into a commonly available product. The fastest deployment of version
3.0 at the end of 2010 offers 120 Mbps
downstream and 30 Mbps upstream to
customers in Quebec City, so KVVI has
a long way to go in upgrading its speed
by changing the headend equipment.
KVVI had been operating with
DOCSIS 1.0, typically buying used
equipment. It is now moving to DOC-

Key Players in the
Keene Broadband Project
Participants
High Peaks Education Foundation – conceived and spearheaded the
project
Keene Valley Video and Internet – invested capital, selected technology
and provided engineering and installation services
116 private donors – contributed funds earmarked for the project
State Senator Betty Little – sponsored the New York state economic
development grant
Keene Central School and Board of Education – supported the project and
helped get state grant approved
Keene Town Board – passed resolution of support for the state grant
Keene Supervisor Bill Ferebee – participated in the effort to obtain the state
grant and helped obtain permits and rights-of-way over town land
NYSEG (local electric utility) – cooperated with the project
Vendors
Eustis Cable (www.eustiscable.com) – aerial fiber deployment
CTDI (www.ctdi.com) – RFoG electronics
Power&Tel (www.ptsupply.com) – fiber, strand wire
Fiber Instrument Sales Inc. (www.fiberinstrumentsales.com) –
optical splitters, fiber jumpers, WDMs
National Cable Television Cooperative (www.nctconline.org) –
purchasing cooperative for cable providers
CommScope (www.commscope.com) – cables, conduit
Precision Valley Communications (www.pvc2.com) – mapping services
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SIS 2.0, again buying used equipment as
large city networks upgrade to 3.0. This
approach of staying one step behind the
large city networks gives KVVI two important advantages: First, used equipment in fine condition costs a fraction
of the price of leading-edge equipment.
Second, KVVI benefits from having
more experienced technical people available and from the bugs’ having been
worked out of older electronics.
Other headend investments included
a new, climate-controlled equipment
room and a generator to keep the headend (and the whole fiber network) operational during power failures.
Spending Metrics
The most common metrics used to
evaluate networks such as KVVI’s are
costs per mile of fiber cable or cost per
customer reached. On the cost per mile
metric, we did a great job. However, the
cost per potential new subscriber reached
and the cost per actual new subscriber
were high, which is why the capital costs
had to be funded with grants.
We spent about $11,500 per mile, on
average, to rebuild some old sections and
build new extensions. This is far below
common estimates of $36,000 per mile.
We believe this was largely the result
of extremely cost-conscious purchasing – including acquiring used headend
equipment – and of using nonunion labor. By this measure, the project was a
great success.
We spent about $1,700 per new potential subscriber reached. Anything over
$1,500 per potential subscriber is considered high. In an urban area, cost per new
potential subscriber is typically about
$850, and continuing operating costs
are also lower in urban areas. We spent
almost $2,150 per actual new subscriber,
which is a perfect illustration of why no
normal commercial venture would build
what we have built here in Keene.
Building Support
The original idea for the project came
out of a strategic planning effort for the
public school in summer 2006. Through
the publication of the School Enhancement Task Force Final Report, the idea
received good initial exposure. We then
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solicited explicit resolutions of support
from the Board of Education and the
Town Board of Supervisors.
A small group worked through the
fall to develop a plan and estimate costs.
We were ready to present our initial
findings, conclusions and recommendations to the community by the end of the
year, and we scheduled the first of what
would be three public information sessions during the break between Christmas and New Year’s Day in the hope of
catching some part-time residents.
We used wall posters to summarize
the key points, and we took small groups
of people through them with 15-minute
presentations. These public sessions were
very important in building support for
the project, communicating the facts
and setting expectations.
When the fundraising campaign was
in full swing, we sent the proposal and
request for donations to every landowner
in town. Although we knew beforehand
that in a project of this nature we would
receive something close to 80 percent of
our donations from a handful of philanthropists, we felt that getting a broad
base of small contributions would help
to build a sense of townwide ownership
for the effort. We believe this has turned
out to be true and may partially explain
the high adoption rates we have seen.
We also communicated back to donors after each round of fundraising to
tell them what we had accomplished so
far, how close we had come to our fundraising goals and what we expected to
accomplish going forward.
This level of communication allowed
us to get a significant number of repeat
donations in subsequent rounds. Good
communication to the community and
with the donor base is a critical success
factor.
Advice for Other Towns
This project took four years from inception to completion. This is, of course, a
very long time with respect to Internet
technologies. We learned quite a lot as
we worked through this, and technologies have changed. With this in mind,
we offer the following points to other
towns in the Adirondack Park and other
rural areas.

• Building community support and
good ongoing communication is
key. This is a slow process. Unless
you have a lot of money, this will
take a while, and you need to keep
people informed of the progress being made, even if they cannot see it.
• Get your school board and town
board to formally endorse your effort with resolutions of support. You
should get pointers from these people
to find sources of grants from various
agencies and programs. These kinds
of resolutions count in the grant
process. Pulling together public and
private resources will give your grant
application a leg up.
• Make the local ISP your partner. You
are helping build extensions that will
add revenue and scale to their existing operation. Don’t get angry with
them or think that building something to compete with them is your
answer. They already have a lot of
what you need to succeed.

• Make the goal of connecting school
student homes an anchor cause and
draw for funding. Broadband really
works in schools only when all students have Internet access at home.
Not including some handful of remote students is not acceptable. Including the needs of other anchor
institutions, such as health care facilities and emergency services locations, will also garner support and
grant funding.
• In most states, new online maps now
let you enter an address and see what
broadband services are available.
This will help you get a handle on
the scope of your challenge. However, you will soon need actual maps
of pole locations to provide you with
the design engineering data.
• Size the grant to pay for the excess cost
of construction beyond the cost the
ISP would have been willing to pay.
Fund the incremental cost of building into low-density areas rather than
the full cost of the project. BBP
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